
Expanding Perspectives: Rethinking the
Notion of the “American Dream”

This curriculum aims to immerse students in, and enrich their understanding of, relevant, social
justice-oriented topics that may be underrepresented in school curricula. Through exposure to a variety of
texts, the program’s goal is to be a mirror for students who don’t often see themselves in educational
material and to be a window for others to glimpse into the unique experiences of different communities.
The program will be loosely structured by subcategories, which include economic inequality, physical
disability, the immigrant experience, antiracist and social justice activism, the LGBTQ+ community, and
indigenous culture in America. More self-directed than rigid, the curriculum will allow students to pick
where they want to go and holistically learn about experiences through different forms of media such as
books, film, music, and visual art. Students will then engage in self-discovery, doing additional research
about the era, issues, or growth the characters in these texts faced. The final capstone will be a deep dive
into an experience or narrative of their choice, allowing the student to pick and pursue a topic that they
have developed a passion for throughout this learning process. It will be presented in a medium that best
communicates the account, whether that be through a formal paper, a video documentary, piece of visual
art, play, or song.

Economic Inequality

Learning Outcomes
- To synthesize traditional coming of age narratives of characters reckoning with love, their

idea of identity, and growing up through the umbrella lens of socioeconomic status
- To understand how one’s socio-economic status shapes their notions of morality, love,

identity, and ethics and the effect this has on adulthood

Headlining Questions
Does the economic status of an individual impact the way they show love? If so, how?
How is the stereotypical role of someone with lower economic status played into, confronted, or
subverted in these texts?
What does the American dream look like for someone of lower economic status? Are characters
in these texts chasing the American dream, have already achieved it, failed to get it, or has the
dream failed them?
What stylistic elements in the prose/cinematography reinforce or confront the narrative of a
family of lower socio-economic status?



Required/Suggested Media
1. Bong, J. (2019). Parasite (Film). CJ Entertainment, Neon, Camera Film.

2. Torres, J. (2011). We the Animals. Houghton Mifflin Harcourt.

3. Ward, J. (2012). Salvage the Bones (Large print edition. ed.). Wheeler.

4. Vuong, O. (2019). On Earth We're Briefly Gorgeous. Penguin Press.

5. Jenkins, B. (2016). Moonlight (Film). A24, Camera Film.

Physical Disabilities

Learning Outcomes
- To understand the worldview of someone living with a disability

Headlining Questions
How does one’s physical disability affect their interpersonal relationships?
Does a family dynamic shift based on the focal point of those with physical disabilities? (1
person vs. an entire family) If so, how?

- How does the person living with disability’s perspective shift based upon the amount of
deaf members in the surrounding community?

Is the American dream, and, by extension, today’s lawmaking, inclusive of people with
disabilities? Why or why not?
What stylistic elements in the prose/cinematography reinforce or confront the narrative of
someone living with a disability?

Required/Suggested Media
1. Bell, C., & Lasky, D. (2014). El Deafo. Amulet Books.

2. Black, S., Bartlett, J., (2011) Beauty is a Verb: The New Poetry of Disability. Cinco

Puntos Press.

3. Heder, S. (2021). Coda (Film). Apple TV+.

4. Hoge, R. (2013). Ugly. Puffin Books.



5. Lebrecht, J., Newnham, N. (2020). Crip Camp (Film). Netflix.

The Immigrant Experience

Learning Outcomes
- To identify characteristics of the American immigrant experience and identify how those

experiences may differ depending on the level of removal (first generation, second
generation, etc.)

- To compare and contrast the similarities and differences of an immigrant experience
based upon culture

Headlining Questions
What are the different levels of the immigrant experience and what are the defining
characteristics of each level? (ie. first generation, usually native speakers, what age they come to
America, etc.)
Do the journeys characters take to arrive in America differ in each text, and if so, how?
Do those differing journeys impact their immigrant experience? How?
How does each text characterize the American dream?
What stylistic elements in the prose/cinematography reinforce or confront the narrative of the
“immigrant experience?”

Required/Suggested Media
1. Cuarón, A. (2018) Roma (Film). Netflix.

2. Chu, J. (2019). In the Heights (Film). Lin-Manuel Miranda

3. Lee, I. (2021). Minari (Film). A24, Scanbox Entertainment.

4. Yang, G. L., & Pien, L. (2006). American Born Chinese. First Second.

5. Zauner, M. (2021). Crying in H Mart: A memoir. Alfred A. Knopf.

6. Khorram, A. (2021). Darius the Great Is Not Okay. Klett Sprachen GmbH.

7. Torres Sanchez, J. (2020). We Are Not From Here. Philomel Books.

8. Wang, L. (2019). The Farewell (Film). A24.



Anti-Racism and Social Justice

Learning Outcomes
- Identify how to be an antiracist activist in today’s society
- Understand the intersectionality of issues of race, sexuality, and socio-economic status
- Understand the racialized systems that contributed to today’s current political, social, and

economical climate

Headlining Questions
Why is understanding intersectionality important?
How have forces, in the past, tried to divide issues that are historically connected?

- ERA movement coupled with LGBTQ rights and the black power movement, etc.
What forms of advocacy do you think are the most effective? Why?
What does the American dream look like in the 21st century? Does the “American dream”
uphold ideals of racism, homophobia, and/or patriarchy? If so, how?
What stylistic elements in the prose/cinematography reinforce or confront the narrative of the
“immigrant experience?”

Required/Suggested Media
1. Baldwin, J. (1993). The Fire Next Time. Vintage International.

2. Kendi, I. X. (2019). How to be an Antiracist. New York: One World.

3. Maldonado, T. (2020). What Lane? Nancy Paulsen Books.

4. Lewis, J., Aydin, A., Powell, N., (2013). March: Book One. Penguin Random House.

5. Rankine, C. (2014). Citizen: An American Lyric. Minneapolis, MN: Graywolf Press.

LGBTQ+ Community

Learning Outcomes
- Understand the evolution of society’s stance towards members of the LGBTQ community
- Understand and identify the different stereotypical tropes often attributed to members of

the LGBTQ community



Headlining Questions
Have coming out stories evolved through the years? If so, how?
Delve deeper into some of the tropes identified in these texts. Why are they harmful? How have
they been propagated/confronted?
Do queer relationships “fit” into the American dream? Why or why not?
What is the effect of the stereotypical “American family” on queer relationships, and is that
prevalent in today’s society and lawmaking?
What stylistic elements in the prose/cinematography reinforce or confront the narrative of
prevalent LGBTQ tropes?

Required/Suggested Media
1. Gino, A. (2018). George. Scholastic.

2. Baldwin, J. (1956). Giovanni’s Room.

3. Edgerton, J. (2018). Boy Erased (Film). Perfect World Pictures.

4. Livingston, J. (1991). Paris is Burning (Film). Academy Entertainment.

5. Machado, C. (2019). In the Dreamhouse. Graywolf Press.

6. Walker, A. (1982). The Color Purple. Pocket Books.

Native American Experience

Learning Outcomes
- Understand the relationship between Native Americans and the United States government
- Identify the individual and tribal experiences of Native Americans in today’s society

Headlining Questions
How does the experience of someone with Native American heritage compare to that of an
immigrant or child of an immigrant in the 21st century?
Are Native American voices marginalized in the 21st century? If so, how?
Throughout history, were aspects of the American Dream (ie. Manifest Destiny) achieved at the
expense of indigenous peoples? If so, how?
What stylistic elements in the prose/cinematography reinforce or confront the narrative of Native
Americans living in the United States?



Required/Suggested Media
1. Alexie, S., Forney, E., & Woodson, J. (2017). The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time

Indian (10th ed.). Little, Brown and Company.

2. Barbaro, M. (Host). (2021 July). State-Sponsored Abuse in Canada. [Audio Podcast

Episode]. In The Daily. The New York Times.

https://open.spotify.com/episode/4zNJziIRxgzJMOhGOywxJr?si=62108c0f70064d5c

3. Downie, G. (2016). The Secret Path (Album). Youtube.

https://youtu.be/yGd764YU9yc?t=1053

4. Erdrich, L. (2013). The Round House. Corsair.

5. Sorell, T., & Alvitre, W. (2019). At the Mountain's Base. Kokila, an imprint of Penguin

Random House.

https://open.spotify.com/episode/4zNJziIRxgzJMOhGOywxJr?si=62108c0f70064d5c
https://youtu.be/yGd764YU9yc?t=1053

